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Inside the close-knit community that is the signature of Taylor University lives an alternative community – one in which
drinking without getting caught
is the common denominator.
What starts as friendships
with approachable Taylor students often quickly turns into
an introduction to the drinking
“subculture” of Taylor, as one
drinking student called it.
“You get caught up in it, and
before you know it, you are
drowning in a sea of alcohol,”
one senior said. The student,
along with eight others, spoke
to The Echo on the condition of
anonymity for freedom in discussion.
In the past, the drinking subculture has included mostly offcampus seniors, students said.
But because of what one offcampus senior called Taylor’s
“double-edged sword” of upperclassmen who befriend freshmen, the problem now reaches
students of all ages and even affects some involved in student
leadership, students said.
The drinking has resulted this
year in several arrests, hospitalizations and instances of driving while intoxicated, students
and administrators said. One
student even sustained serious
injury in an accident as a result
of drinking and driving.
A disregard – by drinkers
and nondrinkers – for different
parts of the Life Together Covenant, the document that outlines Taylor’s signature community, has fueled the formation of

the subculture, students said.
Director of Residence Life
“What I feel ‘community’ Steve Morley acknowledged
is now is trying to protect my Taylor administrators don’t
back,” said one drinking stu- know the specific number of
dent, who has experienced Tay- students who drink. He eslor’s disciplinary process.
timated “a couple hundred”
The result, some students students drink “somewhat fresay, is an environment in which quently,” while “another couple
they feel they have nowhere to hundred” occasionally particiturn for help, if they decided pate in the party scene at Taythey wanted it.
lor. A smaller number drink
“(Students) don’t have any- occasionally, such as for special
one to help them grow, which is celebrations or when they’re at
what I thought Taylor was sup- home, he said.
posed to be about before I came
But one student, who was
here,” said
once heavily inone
stuvolved in the party
“The report is that scene and now
dent, who
has been
drinks less frethrough the it’s growing and it’s quently throughdisciplinout the year, estigetting younger.” mated half of each
ary process
and has beincoming freshcome less
man class will try
-Steve Morleyinvolved in
out the party scene
partying.
at least once.
And the party
Disciplinary spike
scene at Taylor is real. Students
As of last week, Dean of Stu- – even some involved in the
dent Development Skip Trudeau partying – typically expressed
had met with more students for shock that the scenes they
alcohol-related discipline than witnessed had happened at a
he did all of last year. And he Christian college: partying that
said he expected to see many went beyond drinking to drugs,
more before the end of the year, destruction of property and
as more alcohol-related issues – especially this year – sexual
typically come to his attention encounters.
during the last weeks of school.
And if he has held that many ‘It’s getting younger’
disciplinary meetings with
While Taylor students’ drinkgroups of students – 42 meet- ing isn’t a new problem, adminings as of last week – he said he istrators and students said, the
knows “a significant number” of perceived spike in on-campus
drinking students exist, both on and freshmen involvement has
and off campus.
put a younger face on the prob-

lem than perhaps ever before.
“The report is that it’s growing and it’s getting younger,”
Morley said.
Much of the drinking problem stems from a decrease in
freshman commitment to the
LTC, many students said.
“I guess to a certain extent
Taylor is trying to bring in more
people and is not as focused on
community as they used to be,”
one student said.
Also, recent freshmen seem
to have had more experience
partying before they came to
Taylor than freshmen classes in
years past, students and administrators said.
“I think more and more of
our students come having used
alcohol,” Trudeau said.
Still, Trudeau said he does
not think the problem lies in the
admissions department, pointing to Taylor’s required interview process as evidence that
admissions counselors are still
looking for the same quality of
student.
And Associate Director of
Admissions Kenneth Taylor
said each Taylor applicant must
submit a pastor’s recommendation that asks whether the pastor knows if the student drinks
or uses drugs.
“If the pastor would say the
student does drink, we’re going
to call the pastor,” Taylor said.
“I don’t think we had five students that were listed (as substance users) … We have more
and more students who have
hidden their drinking.”

And some students become
more open drinkers as part of
the changes they experience in
college, Taylor said.
“When you get to college,
sometimes you realize, ‘I was
putting on a front when I went
to high school, and here’s my
chance to really grapple with
the issues. So as I begin to grapple, I realize that my walk with
Christ may not be much, and
hence I will become involved
with activities that are against
the LTC,’ ” he said.

complain about the LTC and say,
‘I’m 21; I’m legal; this should be
my right’ need to consider what
message that sends to the students around them who may
knowingly or unknowingly look
to them as role models,” said
one off-campus senior, who is
involved in campus leadership.
Older students also have
more of a direct influence on
underclassmen, often telling
younger students, “We never
get caught – it’ll be fine,” one
senior said.

Older ‘role models’
In addition, older students
now seem more willing than
their predecessors to supply
younger students with alcohol
and take students off campus
to party. The result is a longstanding off-campus drinking
problem that has increasingly
leaked on campus, students and
administrators said.
Those who drink typically
go to off-campus houses with
a partying reputation or to Ball
State with the express purpose
of consuming alcohol, students
said.
“People don’t come just to
have a good time,” one offcampus student said about a
particular house. “People come
because they know they can
drink.”
But upperclassmen who exercise what they feel is their
freedom to drink are damaging
their younger friends, students
and administrators said.
“Upperclassmen who may

Students speak out
Student drinking also seems
more widespread this year because students are more vocal
about their exploits, most students said.
“It’s become less taboo. I
think that’s the biggest problem,” said one senior, who lives
off campus and is involved in
campus leadership. “It seems to
be somewhat more acceptable
in campus culture.”

See Drinking, Page 2.
TSO is planning a forum
discussing alcohol on
Taylor’s campus in the
coming weeks.
More information
to come.

Heritage Weekend honors prayer legacy
By MaKenzie Doepke
News Editor

Photo by Andy Marston

Taylor dedicates the memorial prayer chapel Saturday in honor of the five members of
the Taylor community who died in the crash on April 26, 2006. Representatives from the
five individuals’ families will attend the groundbreaking event on Taylor’s campus.

News

The legacy of prayer in Taylor’s past, present and future
will receive honor this weekend
at the first annual “Heritage
Weekend,” with up to 1,500
guests expected on campus.
“We are hoping and praying
that God will perform a mighty
work in people’s hearts and
lives this weekend,” Director of
Media Relations Jim Garringer
said.
The advancement department was placed in charge of
“Heritage Weekend,” and the
group concluded that “prayer
was the appropriate theme,”
Garringer said.
The theme of prayer ties in
with the university’s heritage
since its founding in 1846, said
Joyce Wood, associate vice
president for university relations and marketing.
Heritage Weekend will become the first of many annual
events on campus, Wood said.
“It will always be (called)
Heritage Weekend, but there
will be a new theme each year,”
she said. “We really want it to
become a homecoming of the
spring.”
The focal point of this Heritage Weekend is the ground-

breaking of the memorial
prayer chapel at 5 p.m. Saturday, which marks the two-year
anniversary of the I-69 car
crash that occurred on April 26,
2006, taking the lives of Taylor
students Betsy Smith, Brad Larson, Laura Van Ryn and Laurel
Erb and staff member Monica
Felver.
Taylor has built the prayer
chapel in honor of these five individuals.
Family members representing each individual lost in the
April 26, 2006, car crash are
attending the groundbreaking
event, Garringer said.
The prayer chapel also honors the memory of students and
faculty lost throughout Taylor’s
history by designating a specific
portion of the chapel to recognize the impact these distinguished members had on the
Taylor community.
A special program highlighting the heritage of prayer
throughout Taylor’s history is
scheduled at 3:30 p.m. Saturday as a lead-in to the dedication of the prayer chapel.
The program features a
student-made video entitled
“Prayer: The Quiet Strength of
Taylor’s History,” as well as a
sermon from this semester’s
Spiritual Renewal Week speak-

er, the Rev. Erik Thoennes.
In addition to the prayer chapel dedication, Heritage Weekend includes a number of other
established Taylor traditions.
Grandparent’s Day – a popular visitation day in which
grandparents of current students come to campus to attend
chapel, classes and a concert
with their grandchildren – takes
place today.
Taylathon, a 50-year Taylor
tradition of bicyclists’ racing
around campus, is Saturday,
with a faculty tricycle race at 10
a.m., a women’s race at 10:45
a.m. and a men’s race at noon.
The advancement department sent invitations for Heritage Weekend to nearly 8,500
people, including alumni council members, parent cabinet
members, donors, trustees,
dining commons employees
and students.
The event is open to the general public.
The event is open to the general public and the advancement department is expecting
to have around 1,200 to 1,500
guests on campus.
“We are hoping and praying
that God will perform a mighty
work in people’s hearts and
lives this weekend,” Garringer
said.
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Drinking, from page 1
Nearly all students interviewed pointed to athletic
teams as a source of much of the
drinking problem, with most
students naming one or two
teams as having a large number
of partiers.
“They’re so desperate, I feel,
to bring in people to play on
these teams,” one student said.
“They don’t really pick people
that would belong on a campus
like Taylor.”
Athletic Director David
Bireline said he has heard
from campus sources
of student athletes’ involvement with the
drinking scene. The athletic department needs to
work hand-in-hand with the
admissions department to
recruit the right players,
he said.
“Our desire is to be
leaders on campus,”
he said. “It’s very important
from my standpoint that we
in athletics recruit across the
board athletes who are what we
would call ‘Taylor ﬁts.’ ”
But Taylor’s drinking problem reaches beyond athletic
teams. Students identiﬁed a variety of reasons Taylor students
have for drinking, including
boredom, rebellion, curiosity,
pre-Taylor partying experience,
living off campus, wanting attention or reaching the legal
drinking age.
Even students who live in
dorms ﬁnd it possible to drink
without getting caught.
“I remember coming in a couple of nights when I could barely
walk, and nobody noticed,” one
on-campus student said. “I feel
like unless people really want to
know, they don’t.”
‘No one really tried’
The biblical confrontation
and support offered by the LTC
and the residence life program

often never materializes, students said.
“My (personnel assistants)
knew what was going on, and
not one of them ever came to me
and said, ‘Are you OK?’ or ‘Do
you need someone to talk to?’ ”
a student who has been through
the disciplinary process said.
“Professors kind of knew, but
no one really tried. And I felt
like when I reached out the only
people who took

my hand were the people that
were just going along with me.”
But professors say they’d
welcome the chance to discuss
the issue with students – even
those who are struggling. Not
all professors knew about the
drinking problem, but they said
they would not turn a student in
for disciplinary action if someone conﬁded in them, unless
that person showed a particularly unrepentant attitude.
“If they came to me to talk
about a problem, it wouldn’t
enter my mind to turn it in,”
Associate Professor of Music
Joann Rediger said.
Trudeau does not pressure
faculty to refer students who
have conﬁded in them to him
for discipline, he said.
“We encourage faculty to be
‘safe’ people,” Trudeau said.
“I would expect for faculty to
bring issues to student development attention if problematic
behaviors continue and don’t
show signs of diminishing.”

F O R T

Some professors also
said they’d feel comfortable
confronting students about
their drinking.
‘Below the radar’
Many students, even one who
used to be one of Taylor’s heavy
drinkers, said Taylor’s disciplinary procedures, especially the
widely used “disciplinary probation,” are not strict enough.
“People aren’t
getting the repercussions
they
deserve
for breaking the
rules,” one off-campus
student said.
But students also
recognized
administrators’ inability to
punish without concrete proof.
“Students stay below the radar, and (administrators) can’t
do anything,” one senior said.
Using harsher, consistent
penalties does not always ﬁt into
Taylor’s philosophy, Trudeau
said, although he said he has
encouraged “full Upland Police
Department adjudication” for
off-campus situations that get
out of control.
“The goals of any discipline at
Taylor is reconciliation: to kind
of restore a person into the right
relationship – the relationships
they said they wanted to be a
part of,” Trudeau said. “To be
strict and then to be harsher …
it’s a little hard to reconcile that
to that kind of philosophy (of
reconciliation) … At the same
time, I don’t want to create an
atmosphere where anything
goes.”
And those calling for harsher
punishments would probably
appreciate the individualized
aspects of Taylor’s disciplinary
system if they got caught drinking, Morley said.
“I think they would want to
be considered for more than
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just consuming this beverage,”
Morley said. “I think they would
like for the whole of them to be
considered.”
The individualized system
has its drawbacks, Trudeau admitted.
“Does that mean we
get duped? Absolutely,”
Trudeau said. “Does it
work every time? Obviously not. Does it work
sometimes? Yeah, it really
does.”
Even
though
Trudeau strives for
individual treatment,
a typical disciplinary
progression would
feature probation after the
ﬁrst offense,
a short suspension
after
the
second
offense
and dismissal upon
the
third
offense, he
said.
But administrators strongly
encourage students to self-report, which Trudeau said had
happened three times in a recent two-week span.
“That person basically starts
in a counseling sort of way instead of a disciplinary sort of
way,” he said, adding all disciplinary procedures should include an element of mentoring
and counseling as residence life
staff members try to restore a
person to the LTC community.
But Taylor community members should follow the LTC’s
burden-bearing guidelines before students even enter the
disciplinary program, students
said.
“How many people do you
get where they hear of someone
drinking and they run and tell
their PA, when the confrontation model outlined in the LTC
is, ‘You approach your brother
ﬁrst’ ? ” one off-campus senior
said. “It (would then go) from a
witch hunt … to people genuinely caring about one another.”
One student who has experienced the disciplinary process said no one – not even
the student’s hall director or
personnel assistant – offered
biblical confrontation before
the student was summoned to
Trudeau’s ofﬁce for a disciplinary hearing.
“That didn’t help me at all,”
the student said. “In fact, it just
made me angrier.”

Nondrinkers must stop the
problem
The trend of nonconfrontation has to end for the drinking
problem ever to lessen, students
and administrators said.
“Students can have a tremendous impact on … this,
probably more so than
(Trudeau) or myself,
in terms of tolerating
this,” Morley said.
After six students
approached her to
discuss
Taylor’s
drinking problem,
Student
Body
President Tamara
Shaya
held a meeting
with her cabinet,
Trudeau
and Morley to
discuss the situation. The group
concluded “we can’t
just blame it all on
the administration,”
Shaya said.
“It kinda came
down to the fact that
we don’t really confront or even
just talk openly and honestly
with our friends,” she said.
One on-campus junior has
confronted close friends involved in drinking, but the student said the hesitancy some
students have in confronting others is understandable.
“I’m not just going to confront anyone,” the student
said. “I wouldn’t
want someone that
I’m not
close to
telling
me what
to do.”
The student
reported discussing the
issue with
a personnel assistant,
who said she knew about students on her ﬂoor who drank,
but didn’t feel she had built a
close enough relationship with
the students to confront them.
“You don’t just want to turn
people in and bust them,” the
student said. “That’s not the
object.”
Instead, the student emphasized understanding that breaking the LTC by drinking is no
more a sin than other struggles
in Taylor students’ lives.
“I’m still struggling – it’s just
in a different way,” the student

said. “We are breaking the LTC
by not bearing their burdens
and by not confronting them
in love. That’s where we’re sinning.”
Showing love and support
is most important in confrontation, said the student, who
partied some before coming to
Taylor.
“They’re still people; they’re
still followers of Christ; they’re
still my friends,” the student
said, emphasizing the necessity
of confronting without judgment. “I’m going to love them
through their struggle.”
Taking responsibility
Those lamenting the drinking problem at Taylor need to
begin taking responsibility for
the problem, even if they don’t
drink, students said.
“It’s hard to have a lot of
credibility if you aren’t going to
do anything about it or if you
don’t care enough about that
person to confront them,” the
student who has confronted
friends said. “And I think that’s
what it comes down to: If it’s
going to change, it needs to be
about love.”
But love is something those
trying to change often do not
feel. Those who reported being
able to lessen or stop their partying at Taylor said they had
to spend time away from
their friends, sometimes
losing close friendships.
“It was the most
lonely point in my
life, and people
were all around,”
one senior
said.
Because
many students who
drink fear students’ judgments, they
do not reach out toward
those who could befriend
them during their journey away from alcohol,
students said.
“I think Taylor really needs
to work on that – showing that
we’re a body of believers and
that we’re not here to condemn
you,” one student said.
For his part, Trudeau said he
feels convicted about needing
to reemphasize that the LTC,
especially its section of exhortations for building community,
is “more than a rule book.”
Associate News Editor Katherine Gration contributed to
this report.

Earthquake rocks Midwest
By Jordyn Kight
Contributor

At 5:36 a.m. Friday, April 18,
an earthquake broke the silence
across the Midwest.
Although many slept through
the quake, which registered 5.2
on the Richter scale, a signiﬁcant number of Midwesterners
awoke with shock and confusion.
Reported aftershocks reached
up to 4.6 on the Richter scale
following the initial rumble.
The quake’s epicenter rested
approximately ﬁve miles outside
Bellmont, Ill., but students and
local residents reported feeling
the quake here in Upland.
The initial shock was both
confusing and alarming, senior
Karen Kostaroff said.
“I was in a deep sleep and
woke up to two plastic shelves
shaking on my bedroom wall,”
Kostaroff said. “My initial
thought was ‘Oh my gosh! An
animal got into my old rental
house and is eating my room.’ ”
The earthquake struck due
to activity in the Wabash Valley
Seismic Zone, which lies adjacent to the New Madrid fault
on the borders of Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, Arkansas and

Tennessee. The fault creates a
seismic zone throughout the
Midwest and extends to the
Wabash River, which forms the
border between Illinois and Indiana.
In 1811 and 1812, the Wabash Valley Seismic Zone created two of the three strongest
earthquakes ever recorded in
the continental United States.
The April 18 quake marked the
largest earthquake in the region
in 40 years. Until last week’s
disturbance, the most recent
signiﬁcant earthquake was a
2002 earthquake registering
5.0 on the Richter scale.
People reported feeling the
quake as far as 900 miles from
the epicenter; residents as far
north as Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula and as far south as
Florida also claim to have felt
the tremors throughout Friday
morning.
Taylor graduate student and
geology teacher’s assistant Derek Shiels said he and his wife
awoke to the rattling of glassware on their dresser, in addition to feeling their bed and
trailer shake.
“My ﬁrst thoughts were,
‘Wow, it’s an earthquake; it
has to be. There's no wind, and

I feel the typical motion of the
p-waves that are ﬁrst emitted
from an earthquake,” Shiels
said.
Fortunately, this unanticipated event caused no reported
injuries; only mild damages
were reported in various cities
across Indiana.
The more intense damage
occurred in Mount Carmel, Ill.,
15 miles from the earthquake’s
epicenter.
Although uncommon, the reality of a larger quake striking
the Midwest is something to be
considered and prepared for,
according to online sources.
Shield said that he hopes the
earthquake from Friday will
cause Midwesterners to think
more seriously about natural
disasters.
“Hopefully people will prepare themselves for the reality that there could be another,
larger earthquake in that same
vicinity,” Shiels said.
Taylor Computer Resource
Manager Carl Daudt, who has
research interests in computational and earthquake seismology, also warns Midwesterners
of the reality of a more serious
quake occurring in the near future.

W orld
By Krista Hampton
Contributor
Africa
South Africa- A Chinese ship
carrying weapons to Zimbabwe
has been denied permission to
dock by several southern African
countries, most recently South
Africa.
The International Transport
Workers Federation has urged
the countries to not allow the
weapons to reach Zimbabwe,
due to concerns that the government may be use them against
the opposition party.
Chinese authorities say the
ship may return to China, if
delivery attempts continue to
prove unsuccessful.
Somalia- In the capital city of
Mogadishu, Ethiopian troops
and Islamist fighters are engaging in serious street fighting that
has killed 81 people in the last
two days. The Islamist troops,
allegedly supported by Eritrea,
are vying for control.
Somalia has been basically
nonfunctional since the last
president was overthrown in
1991.
Europe
United Kingdom- Josette
Sheeran, head of the U.N. World
Food Program, is partnering
with Prime Minister Gordon
Brown in a new initiative to fight
the rising cost of food and commodities.
The increasing use of agriculture to produce biofuels has led
to a global food crisis in recent
months.
Greece- The refugee agency
of the United Nations has condemned the poor treatment
of refugees seeking asylum in
Greece. Iraqi, Sudanese and
Afghan refugees enter the EU
through Greece, but the country
has consistently fallen short of
international standards in refugee care and illegal immigrant
detention policies.
Asia
Myanmar- Two car bombs
exploded on Sunday in Rangoon, the capital city. The rul-

Mosaic showcases the globe

ing military dictatorship has
placed blame on an exiled student group called the Vigorous
Burma Student Warriors.
Small blasts and shootings
have continued since December,
many blamed on ethnic Karen
rebels.
Cambodia- Khieu Samphan,
former head of state under the
1970s Khmer Rouge regime, has
made his first appearance in the
Cambodian genocide tribunal.
While not denying the genocide,
Samphan argues that he cannot
take direct responsibility.
Photo by Andy Marston

Americas
Colombia- Legal prosecutors have called for the arrest
of Mario Uribe Escobar, former
senator and cousin of President
Alvaro Uribe, due to his ties to
paramilitary groups that are
listed by the U.S. and the EU as
terrorist organizations. In response, Escobar has sought political asylum in Costa Rica, but
was denied.
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Sophomore Tomi Benson and senior Doris Mvano celebrate the
growth of God’s family with African praise music and dance.

By Emily Bowerman
Contributor

the family of God.
Even though most audience
members couldn’t understand
the meaning of the words, it was
very meaningful to experience
people worshiping God in their
own heart language and with
their unique cultural style.
“It’s fun to express ourselves
the way we would back home,”
Mvano said.
“I was so excited by how well
the audience responded.”
Next, the African dancers
joined two Bahamanian drummers, junior Mark Beckford and
his son Mark Jr., for a transatlantic twist on the traditional
Bahamanian Junkanoo style, a
New Year celebratory routine
with drums and whistles. The
complex rhythms were mesmerizing, especially given the lack of
sheet music and the visual interest of the dancers.
One of the highlights of the
program was the intercultural
fashion show. It featured different styles of clothing from more
than 15 different countries, including Thailand, China, Japan,
Ethiopia, Senegal, Nigeria and
Bolivia.
Audience members clearly
enjoyed the colorful display,
whistling and cheering. It was
fascinating to see such a variety
of cultures represented.
The Gospel Choir, under the
direction of senior Celby Hadley, took the stage next and had
crowd members on their feet
clapping. They even treated the

audience to a spontaneous encore, as much a surprise to the
choir as to the crowd.
The group showed fantastic
talent and energy and was definitely an audience favorite.
Finally, a combined dance
group finished the evening on a
high note through their presentation of a medley of Caribbean
songs, involving even familiar
songs as “Day-O” by Harry Belafonte. (“Daylight come and me
wan’ go home.”)
Wearing Bahamanian blue,
black and yellow, the dancers
got the crowd involved in an exciting finale.
Like an actual mosaic, the presentation was more about the
overall message than the individual parts.
The larger picture this event
presented was one of the global
church and the unity that Christians have as brothers and sisters in Christ.
Kamwesa said he was really
excited about the overall impact
of the program.
“I love this kind of event,” he
said. “It’s so great to see so many
different cultures all mixing together and interacting with each
other. It’s exciting to see the way
that God is working on this campus to increase dialogue between
people of different ethnicities.
“If this can cause just one person at Taylor to become curious
about the culture and background of others, then we’ve
done our job.”

Israel- Israel has reportedly
offered the return of the Golan
Heights to Syria, in an attempt
to secure peace with Syria. The
message was passed on through
Turkish Prime Minister Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, but Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert refused to comment.

The Taylor community experienced a truly international evening Wednesday – full of dance,
drama, music, fashion and intercultural exchange – at Taylor’s
first Intercultural Mosaic.
Presented by Mu Kappa and
the International Student Society, the performance featured
more than 50 students from a
variety of different countries
and ethnicities.
Junior Dubem Arah, president
of the International Student Society, got the idea from an intercultural fashion show at another
school. He invited Mu Kappa to
get involved, and pretty soon the
event had grown from a simple
fashion show to a multi-cultural
variety show.
“I wanted to raise awareness
about our group, and I thought
this would be a fun way to do it,”
Arah said.
The program also served to
display the different cultures
represented by Taylor students
and staff and give students a
taste of worship in other countries.
Hosts Dereck Kamwesa, coordinator of ethnic and international recruitment and 2006
Taylor alumnus, and senior
Amy Wood provided fun facts
about different countries and
anecdotes from their own international experiences.
The evening began with an
energetic performance by a hiphop dance group. This high-en-

ergy presentation set a perfect
tone for the evening
“It’s a lot of fun praising God
through dance,” said junior Hayley Floren, a member of the hiphop group. “And it’s so exciting
to be around people from other
cultures and experience the way
they worship in their culture.”
The second act consisted of
a skit about an American exchange student in Venezuela. It
highlighted aspects of Venezuelan culture, especially those that
might take an American visitor
by surprise.
For example, a kiss is the traditional greeting, and dominoes
are a popular sport.
Junior Norah Langat, an international student from Kenya, talked about how Africa is
perceived in the United States.
Africa receives a lot of negative media coverage, she said,
and because of this Americans
can view the country as dependent on the aid of the rest of the
world.
But Africa has a lot of wisdom
to offer other cultures, she said,
such as its respect for other cultures and strong community
values.
She encouraged Taylor students to be curious about other
cultures and embrace their differences.
Senior Doris Mvano, junior
Anne Langat and sophomores
Tomi Benson and Rhona Murungi performed “sifu,” named with
a Swahili expression meaning
“praise.” It is an African worship
song welcoming everyone into

Sophomores Sung Ah Kim and Alana Kee take center stage in
traditional Chinese dresses for the international fashion show.

tity is unsettling. At least some
of my discomfort comes from
white guilt, but the advantage
of being in the majority gives
me the opportunity not to think
about it.
When I’m in a purely white
group of people, we hold our
race in common, and we can
thus ignore it. Joint Christianity can work in a similar way.
At Taylor, we have our own
common terms, basic world
views and thus the ability to
go beyond the basics. We don’t
have to simplify continually
and explain terms or views or
perceptions because they’re understood.
We don’t like to think that
race creates any barrier. After
all, race, we’ve heard, is really
just a social construct. If we ignore it, it’ll just go away.
Except it doesn’t.
History affects the present. We
don’t get the privilege of a communal blank slate. Throughout
history, those in the minority
have been viewed anxiously by
the majority, relegated to the

status of ‘not ordinary’ and
treated as the outsiders.
The insult of racial blindness
is when white people say we
don’t think differently of those
with different colored skin, we
are really behaving as if they are
white, ignoring historical baggage and social reality.
This behavior doesn’t make
racial prejudice go away; it just
buries it so it goes unexamined.
We’ve now had three presentations in three weeks about racial colorblindness: Julie Heth’s
discussion on diversity and the
church on April 10th, the sociology presentation on the racial
colorblindness survey last April
17th, and the lecture on Christianity and Public Life: Engaging
Race, featuring Deardorff on
April 21st.
One of Deardorff’s most firm
points was that interaction with
diversity should, indeed must,
transform all those involved.
This resonated with me. So
often I feel like diversity is admired, trumpeted and glamorized.

Now International Mosaic
night is an important event to
expose people to global diversity.
But we have to go a step further.
Diversity is not just a display
of the exotic, the different, the
unique.
By its very existence, diversity
should provoke thought about
‘the norm.’ If the way we do
things is no longer the only way,
the legitimacy of our old way of
life is put into question.
Diversity is a challenge. It is a
threat to homogenized thought,
action and structures. It defies
easy solutions.
The melting pot is not a pretty
metaphor; it’s usually a threat to
minority positions and groups
that they’d better melt, become
like the rest of ‘us.’
Another common metaphor
is a salad, all disparate parts
forming a full-flavored dish, or
a tapestry with multiple colors.
But the elements in salad or
woven cloth do not interact.
They do not change because of

their proximity.
perceptions and ideas about
Instead, I think what we need, the world, or will it undermine
and I believe Deardorff would them?
agree with me, is a watercolor
Will you let it stay as part of
painting: different colors, of the outside world, or will it
different compositions them- transform you?
selves, used together to create
The choice is yours.
a masterpiece,
where the colors bleed and
blend at the
edges – colors
which change
because
of
those
with
which
they
mix.
You will face
diversity your
entire
life,
whether it be
religious, cultural, ethnic,
economic
or
racial.
Will you see
diversity
as
a threat or a
Photo by Timmy Huynh
challenge?
Michelle Deardorff, a 1988 Taylor alumna and
Will it re- political science professor at Jackson State Uniinforce
your versity, shares with an attentive crowd.

Bolivia- The eastern province
Santa Cruz has made a demand
for autonomy, joining four others. President Evo Morales,
backed by left-wing allies in
Venezuela, Nicaragua,and Cuba,
has called the demands attempts
by the rich minority landowners
to keep their privileges.
Middle East
Iran- Ayman al-Zawahiri, the
deputy leader of al-Qaida, has
publicly blamed Iran for the
spread of a theory that Israel,
not al-Qaida, had carried out
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on the
U.S.
The credit, al-Zawahiri says,
all belongs to al-Qaida, which
has increased its outspoken hostility toward Shiite-dominated
Iran in recent months.
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Colorblind in a spectral world
By Audra Gustin
World Editor
“People often think the ultimate compliment they can give
a black person is, ‘I don’t think
of you as black.’ And then they
are surprised when the person
gets upset,” said Michelle Deardorff, a 1988 Taylor alumna
who works as a professor of political science at Jackson State
University, a historically black
college.
I mentioned this concept of
positive racial blindness to a
friend of mine. She’s African,
and she reacted vehemently at
the insult. The remark insulted
her because it ignored an important part of her identity.
As someone white, thinking
of my race as part of my iden-

World
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Seeing
double?

Two versions of
‘The Odd Couple’

P age 4

By Elena Forsythe
Contributor

T

aylor Theatre has undertaken some difficult productions in
the past, but this is the first time
the group has performed two different plays with two completely
different casts at the same time.
Both the male and female stories surround two friends, one
a type-A, obsessive-compulsive
neatnik, the other a lazy, messy,
inconsiderate slob.
The play begins when the neat
character, Felix in the male version and Florence in the female
version, comes to a weekly game
night distraught and nearly suicidal after hearing of his / her
spouse’s desire for a divorce.
The sloppy character, Oscar /
Olive, invites the friend to move
in with him / her. As the two live
together, their relationship is

comically strained as they discover major personality flaws they
hardly noticed when they weren’t
roommates.
Tracy Manning, the theater’s
artistic director, said part of her
motive to produce this play was
to explore the serious subjects
the playwright brings up in such
comical and sometimes crude
ways. Both the male and female
shows address relevant topics
such as gender stereotypes and
divorce.
“We need to explore the issues
that (playwright Neil Simon)
raises about topics like gender
stereotypes and ask if this is really how we see things,” she said.
“We needed to explore some of
his work.”
This particular Neil Simon play
is important because it is an
“iconic show that spans generations,” Manning said. The plays
not only represents the culture of
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1960s and 1980s American culture, but they have also been performed on stage, in the famous
television show of the 70s and in
recent years by Nathan Lane and
Matthew Broderick.
Manning chose to show both
versions of the play because “the
female version is as it should be.”
While the female version, set in
1985, appropriately expresses the
same issues of the original, 1960s
male version, it doesn’t lose the
structure or hilarity of the original, she said.
Lindsay Snider, a junior theater
major who has crewed and acted
in several Taylor productions,
plays Olive, the laid-back lead
in the female show. She said the
most remarkable difference between the two shows is that they
demonstrate “the differences in
how men and women relate to
each other in their closest friendships.”

Though the two plays are similar, they represent two distinctly
different eras, and the production
staff wanted the set, costumes
and props to reflect those differences.
David Phillips, technical director for Taylor Theatre and a 2007
grad, designed a set that would
work as an apartment for both
the 1960s and the 1980s.
“I tried to make the set boxy
and used neutral paint colors so
the dressing, props and costumes
could convey the two different
time periods,” he said.
The carpeting has a style from
the 1980s while the slate flooring is more characteristic of the
1960s.
Phillips also used certain architectural elements from both the
1960s and the 1980s in his structural design.
The costumes and certain props
also reflect the styles and icons of
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the different time periods.
The props masters designed labels for pop cans in the style of
the two eras.
Dishes, fabrics, woods and colors were all selected to suit the
time period and distinguish the
two different shows.
The two sets, casts and scripts
may be slightly different, but the
production crew and cast see it
all as one show.
Assistant Director Kathy St.
Cyr, a junior, said even though
the cast is divided between two
different plays, she sees the cast
as one complete group.
“They have rehearsed together and bonded as one cast,” she
said.
Sophomore Jonathan Friday and
senior Josh Zehnder rehearse
their roles in the male version of
‘The Odd Couple.’ The play opens
this weekend.
Photo by Ellen Koch

Mary Fran: Taylor’s friend for the ages
By Brittany Cook
Contributor

P

icture a 93-year-old woman, and
your imagination may conjure up the image of a little, old woman with musty perfume, curly white hair, leathery
skin and a dash of rouge on her cheeks.
While this image is partially true, much about this woman may surprise, perhaps even shock most imaginations. Meet Mary Fran Euler.
Like any college student, Mary Fran – as this 93-year-old woman’s
friends call her – loves to stay up until 1 a.m. and sleep until 9 a.m. She
loves to drive fast, hates wearing her seatbelt and has patience wars with
her car’s automatic seatbelt warning dinger. Whoever outlasts the other
wins, and most of the time Mary Fran comes out on top.
Mary Fran is witty, vivacious and smart, and she has a wonderful sense
of humor. A hostess from birth, she says one of her favorite hobbies is
meeting and getting to know people.
Mary Fran and her husband, Greg, moved from Detroit to Upland 25
years ago. Automatically drawing upon the vitality of the students, Mary
Fran set out to make new friends. To this day, her extensive list of friends
includes many of the faculty, staff and students of Taylor University.
Mary Fran Euler enjoys a hearty laugh with senior Brittany Cook.

As is her custom, Mary Fran recently took four female Taylor students
– three of them, including me, from the Rock, the off-campus house
closest to hers – out to eat at Welliver’s Smorgasbord in Hagerstown.
Although a one hour, 15-minute car ride may seem daunting, the discussion in the car was endless. Mary Fran makes a habit of quizzing her
dinner guests on topics such as famous entrepreneurs, politics, books,
music, film, home states, degrees, romances and favorite foods, and the
talking only stopped for eating.
At the restaurant, Mary Fran surprised us by pulling out a bright pink
party bag filled with fun items for the evening. These included index
cards, followed by a single, glass jar of brightly colored jelly beans. The
challenge: guess how many jelly beans the jar contained. The next challenge: write down the six most famous speeches or speech givers in our
nation’s history.
After declaring a winner, Mary Fran reached into her pink bag and gave
a prize to the winner of each challenge. And at the end of the evening,
she pulled out two more little bags of candy for the other two women,
just to make sure everyone got a prize.
“She was just so generous – wanting to bring college students out for
a meal and then giving us little gifts,” sophomore Emily Fischer said.
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Life lessons learned
from Taylathon
By Emily Wolgemuth
Contributor

“Y

ou would like totally make an amazing member
of the freshmen girls’
Taylathon team. You know that?”
Hmm, let me think about that. Uh … no.
“I mean, you look like you’re super athletic and
really competitive.”
Well, this is true…
“And we need people who will represent
the freshmen class well. And let’s be
serious, you would represent anything well.”
OK. OK. Tell me more.
Flattery really works
for me. Last March
I was bogged down
with life. Schoolwork was becoming arduous, as
were other commitments.
Yet
with Emily Bergstrom’s
praises,
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Taylathon appealed to me.
In retrospect, if I had been aware of what Taylathon entailed, I’m not sure if even bribery, much less flattery, would
have convinced me to join the team.
For the past 50 years, Taylor University has hosted Taylathon, an intense bike race involving four
teams, eight riders and one bike. The catch is
that the one bike continuously moves throughout the entire race with riders transitioning by
jumping on and off the bike.
People often refer to me as a daring person. I’ve
leapt off 40-foot cliffs into water. I’m the queen of
Chinese fire drills in busy intersections. I’ve even
bungee jumped off one of the tallest buildings in the
world. Taylathon would be no sweat.
Two weeks later, I rolled out of bed at 6:25 a.m. for our
first practice. Bleary-eyed and yawning, riding on only
four hours of sleep, I volunteered to be the first freshman girl to dismount the bike. On one nearby sidewalk,
the junior girls’ team practiced. Another sidewalk
hosted the senior guys’ team. Their transitions
were flawless.
Piece of cake.
Or not.
My first attempt resulted in a mangled
bike and scraped elbows. My second attempt wasn’t much of an improvement. The
other girls on my team weren’t much better.
This was going to be a long few weeks.
I’ve always hated falling short. Several times
while growing up, I escaped commitments when I
was no longer one of the best on the team.
It may have been a subconscious
escape. During sports I would get
slightly injured or miss a couple
of school days due to illness,
and then instead of working
to get back into the swing of
things, I would use my injury or sickness as an excuse to quit. It seems silly
File photo by Timmy Huynh

and pointless now.
It had been several years since I had pulled this stunt, but
with the way Taylathon was going, my old tendency was looking awfully appealing.
Students were pumped for Taylathon.
“The whole community comes out to watch!” they said.
Well, I wasn’t sure if I was ready to have anyone watch our
team. Not only were we still having problems transitioning,
but six girls instead of the necessary eight now comprised
our team. Butterflies shuddered in my stomach every time I
thought about it.
I dreaded the morning of April 27, 2007, imagining myself
with three more laps to go as the other teams flew through the
finish line.
But there wouldn’t be any quitting this time. I couldn’t afford to fake a prolonged illness or injury.
Besides, I had dropped many old habits since coming to college. I would not be a quitter.
So I continued waking up at 6:25 a.m. I continued falling
off the bike. Then one morning, three days before the race,
something clicked.
It didn’t just click with me. All six of us got it. Transitions
flowed smoothly. Confidence abounded.
Bring it on, Taylathon.
The morning of April 27 arrived bright and sunny. Energy
permeated the air. Adrenaline pumped through my veins. The
race began with a gunshot and cheering. The crowd erupted at
every transition. Our transitions weren’t perfect, but neither
were the other teams’. Comparing ourselves became a minor
concern. We were having too much fun to care.
We ended up losing. But I wasn’t upset. I really wasn’t even
disappointed. I was proud of myself for fulfilling my commitment. I had gotten to know five great girls from around campus and had participated in a highly anticipated Taylor event.
I had fun. And I had been humbled.
And now here I am, one year later, still waking up with the
sun for practices. We’ve added two more girls to our team, as
well as confidence and experience. This year a new team of
unsure freshmen represents their class, several probably flattered into it by me. But I’m not ashamed. For they, too, will
reap the benefits I did.

“And it wasn’t just us; she’s done it with other students as well. I loved
her outgoing spirit and desire to get to know us all.”
One of the themes of Mary Fran’s life is love. Like many college students, she met the love of her life, Greg, during college.
Mary Fran was entering her senior year; Greg was beginning his college career as a freshman. She was a lab assistant; he was in the lab. And
so it began.
Mary Fran recalls Greg stayed after class, sitting on the chemistry lab
counter, legs dangling and swinging away, just to chat with her. He’d
also brave sitting at “her table” during the lunch hour, which he declared
was “more fun” than other tables.
All was wonderful. Then the twist came.
At the end of the year he asked a favor of Mary Fran. He asked if she
could set him up on a date – with her roommate. Mary Fran agreed.
After the date, he came back again and asked Mary Fran for one more
favor. Although he had enjoyed his date with her roommate, “what I’d
really like is to take you out,” he said. Mary Fran agreed.
Then came that fateful day – graduation.
They went their separate ways, keeping in touch through a yearly letter. Greg lived in Detroit, and she near Evansville. Greg had told Mary

Fran to let him know if she ever visited the Detroit area, because he’d
love to see her again.
Three years later, Mary Fran was in Detroit. She contacted Greg, and
they agreed to meet for dinner. Mary Fran recalls how Greg showed up
that night at the restaurant, gallant and with the yearbook in tow. She
said they laughed and reminisced for hours that night, completely forgetting the food in front of them.
“We were bit by the love bug (that night),” she said.
After her departure, the two continued to correspond and met up as
frequently as possible; a year and one half later, they were married.
Mary Fran and Greg spent more than 64 years together before he died
three and one half years ago.
Mary Fran says she knows her life is not over, even though her spouse
is gone. She thanks God for the wonderful time she had with her husband. But she is determined to stay connected physically, socially, mentally and spiritually, and she has done just that.
Senior Kate Gates, one of Mary Fran’s dinner guests at Wellliver’s, says
Mary Fran serves as an example for her.
“After meeting Mary Fran, one sees that aging is not something to be
feared, but to be met with grace,” she said.

WTUR offers fresh spin on news
By Nick Rodemann
Contributor

I

t’s a dimly lit room in a corner of campus most
students rarely know about.
The walls have a special black padding covering them, letting no noise in or out.
And inside, three students sit in chairs, sifting through papers and playing with specialized equipment. A red light, past the closed door and illuminating a small hallway,
turns on and off almost at random.
The light spells out one word: “ON AIR.”
The three students together make up Newsbot, a brand new source of information
and commentary on WTUR 89.7, Taylor’s radio station.
The students, co-hosts freshman Eric Skala and senior Matt Navarre and freshman
producer Danny Loudermilk, have only been on the air for the past few weeks, but
they’ve already begun to change things for the small, one-room radio station.
Their concept: bringing the news of the world to Taylor University.
This is the first time in several years that WTUR has broadcast a news show, as
most students tend to create shows based on a music style, sports or a humorous
atmosphere. Newsbot, the only entirely live student-created show that goes on twice
a week, airs Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7 p.m., and they’re bringing a fresh brand of
international, political and all-around news to the community.
But Newsbot didn’t just pop out of thin air, as both Navarre and Skala had the desire to be hosts for a long time beforehand.
“I’ve always thought it’d be cool to be a host — to kind of put your voice out there,”
Navarre said.
Still, it took a little nudge from WTUR’s manager, junior Jacob Elsts, before either
of them got the chance to take their dreams to the next level.
“The ambition was always there,” Skala said. “I just needed the opportunity.”
Neither had given thought to actually showcasing news on the radio, but Elsts had
Photo by Ellen Koch
been looking for a news crew the entire semester.
Freshmen Eric Skala and Danny Loudermilk broadcast live on their show "Newsbot," which runs Tuesday and Thursday
nights.
And one fateful day, he found them.
The show came together in one conversation. Elsts was asking Skala if he’d like to
“It’s not the everyday show that’s on the radio anymore,” Skala said, “When people think WTUR,
be a part of the station, helping out as a host on a current events show.
they think Christian rock. We report news, and try to keep it peer-to-peer.”
Navarre just happened to walk by at the right time.
They also agree that bringing other students on-air gives the show a familiarity to it.
“I heard Skala say he wanted to do one,” he said, “and I said ‘I would like to do one, too.’ And that’s
“Getting to have guests on the show is a highlight,” Navarre said.
when our friendship started.”
For example, on March 18 they had Student Body President-Elect Zach Hunsinger on their show,
They had known each for a while, but this was the first time they’d decided to commit to something to discuss the 2008 presidential election, his own presidency next year and who he is as a person.
together.
That show, they said, is probably the best they’ve produced.
Yet giving the news was never their only interest.
Of course, as they know, you can’t prepare for everything.
“I wanted to do a radio show mostly just to play my music that I found,” Skala said. “But I also love
“Zach was more nervous going on the show than doing any of the campaign stuff,” Skala said.
current events and news, so a great outlet for me would be to report them.“
Eventually he got more familiar with the process and decided to stay on and join in the actual comNavarre agreed.
mentary.
“News wasn’t my first choice,” he said. “I would’ve loved to have done music.”
And this adds to what both of them believe is the heart of Newsbot, their ability to keep the news
They decided to insert musical breaks in between discussion, allowing them to take breaks between informal and interesting, as they try to connect with college students. Whether Loudermilk is startconversations and prepare for the next current event.
ing the show off with one of his elephant jokes, or Skala and Navarre are ending with their signaAnd prepare they do.
ture phrase (“Let’s blow this Popsicle stand!”), they try to keep their show light and funny outside
Though Newsbot begins at 7 p.m., Skala and Navarre meet before every show at 6 p.m., where of just reading off current events.
they have sheets of information, lists of topics and other documents that help them structure and
This concept even carries on to the music they play.
keep the show at its hour-long runtime.
“Skala plays more of a pop-indie, whereas my music is anywhere,” Navarre said. “I’ll play anyIt’s a rigorous schedule, but it pays off. Any listener can easily understand how much time the thing from hip-hop to jazz to 50s music in one night.”
hosts have put into each show because they transition quickly between international news, the
The result is a very structured show with a purpose. Their pace is fast, but their tone is light. The
2008 presidential election, Taylor’s current events, and anything else that they believe students team of Skala, Navarre and Loudermilk have burst into the radio scene with a professional mix
should know. And all this with about five to ten minutes of commentary on each major topic.
of content, commentary and personality. That’s why every Tuesday and Thursday, they’re hard at
Amidst the overwhelming amount of news they broadcast, what makes Newsbot unique, accord- work in that little black room, playing with microphones and bringing Taylor the news.
ing to both of them, is the relaxed, personal feel of their conversation and topic choices.
Newsbot is ON AIR. And they’re here to stay.
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Give ‘Forgetting Sarah Marshall’ a second thought
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Judd Apatow has had it rough
these past couple of years.
Apatow directed and produced “Knocked Up,” which was
released June 1 last year and
grossed $219 million worldwide
– only seven times its production budget. A mere month and a
half later, the Apatow-produced
“Superbad” premiered, grossing
less than nine times its budget.
When is the poor guy going to
catch a break? How will he feed
his kids?
With “Forgetting Sarah Marshall,” Apatow’s prayers may
very well be answered. For his
latest film, the producer has enlisted the writing and acting talents of Jason Segel (“How I Met
Your Mother,” “Knocked Up”)
with excellent results.
Segel plays Peter Bretter, a funloving but lethargic young man
on the cusp of a bitter breakup
with long-time girlfriend Sarah
Marshall, who has a starring
role in a TV series called “Crime
Scene: Scene of the Crime.”
Sarah wastes no time in publicly
canoodling with a British rocker
named Aldous Snow, while Peter is left moping around in his
home, completely miserable.
At the suggestion of his stepbrother Brian (Bill Hader – “Superbad,” “Hot Rod”), Peter decides to vacation to a resort in
Hawaii to clear his head. But
much to his dismay, Peter quickly discovers that Sarah and Aldous are staying at the very same
resort.
And the plot really isn’t much
more complicated than that.
Then again, most people don’t go
to a Judd Apatow comedy for its
mind-bending plot twists. They
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“Forgetting Sarah Marshall” received an R rating for sexual content, language and some graphic nudity. The film grossed $17 million on its opening weekend and is expected to more than make back its $30 million budget.

go so they can laugh until salty
popcorn comes out their noses,
and “Forgetting Sarah Marshall”
certainly doesn’t disappoint.
I have the chapped nostrils to
prove it.
Jason Segel gets much of
the credit for this. His script is
packed with ridiculous situations and dialogue – moments
without laughter are rare. The
supporting characters are a silly
bunch of kooky oddballs, providing a large chunk of the humor
and making the main characters
that much more believable and
relatable in comparison.
Several of Apatow’s choice
comedic actors come into

play in “Sarah Marshall.” Paul
Rudd (“Over Her Dead Body,”
“Knocked Up”) makes several appearances as a stoned beach bum
in his mid-40s, and Jonah Hill
(“Superbad,” “Evan Almighty”)
plays a waiter at the resort who
develops a man-crush of sorts on
Sarah’s cheeky and promiscuous
rocker boyfriend.
Aldous Snow is played expertly
by Russell Brand, a relatively unknown (but not for long) British
comedian. Brand was a brilliant
casting choice: Most romantic
comedies would have settled
for a generic flighty male bimbo
character, but Brand adds a twist
of biting sarcasm and British af-

fability to the role. As a comedian, he more than holds his own
against the American funny men
– his scenes with Hill are especially side-splitting.
The female side of the film is
also handled quite well, although
Sarah Marshall’s character may
frustrate some women during
many parts of the movie, since
in many ways, she is the film’s
antagonist. The interesting thing
about “Forgetting Sarah Marshall” is that, by Jason Segel’s
own admission, Peter is essentially positioned as the female
lead. His character takes the
breakup hardest, and he spends
much of the film trying to get

over it.
Segel manages to turn the
rough, emotionally guarded male
stereotype on its head and give
his character a bit of a feminine
slant, without making it seem
unnatural. He cries, he pouts,
and he broods, but viewers can’t
help but sympathize with him
and cheer him on as he starts to
get over Sarah. He’s a very well
written character, one that both
men and women can easily empathize with.
Mila Kunis (“Family Guy,”
“That ’70s Show”) also finds solid footing as Peter’s new love interest, a desk clerk for the resort
hotel. Her character is very much

everything that Sarah Marshall
is not, but like Peter, she doesn’t
feel like a stilted characterization
– she feels real, and her interactions with Peter seem perfectly
natural and effortless. Quite a
turn from her role as Jackie in
“That ’70s Show.”
I should mention that some
viewers will feel uncomfortable
with the sexual content and language in “Forgetting Sarah Marshall.” I don’t want this to seem
like a complete afterthought,
because for many people it won’t
be, but it’s worth noting that
these situations are not the focus
of the movie. They also aren’t
mindlessly shoved into the film
for no good reason.
Still, the rest of the film stands
well enough on its own. It’s disappointing to know that a few
graphic scenes that aren’t exactly
necessary will force some people
to skip an otherwise perfectly
good film.
With “Forgetting Sarah Marshall,” Segel establishes himself
as a formidable screenwriter and
leading man – his career will be
interesting to watch. Let’s just
hope it makes plenty of money
so Apatow won’t have to beg on
street corners for booze money
anymore.
Movie Rating: 8 out of 10
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

It’s Earth Day every day
This week we celebrated
Earth Day. Thank you, (President Emeritus Jay) Kesler, for
your words reminding us of the
ugliness of having an attitude
of indifference, whether to issues of social injustice or to actions which violate and rape our
earth.
Thank you to those who
participated in the Earth Day
events. The Lord is delighted
when we wonder at and notice
the created world.
We (the environmental science department) would like
to remind you – you guessed it
– Earth Day can be celebrated
every day! But we wanted to
do more than remind you; we
wanted to invite you.
Many of you have great ideas
and convictions from the Lord
on how we as a community can
be better stewards of our resources. We invite you to share
those ideas and voice your convictions.
Get involved with Stewards of
Creation. Contact SOC@taylor.
edu.
Another option is to contact
student body president elect,
Zach Hunsinger, who is part of
Taylor’s new committee on environmental sustainability.
Taylor University administrators are taking large steps toward being more responsible to
the call to be good stewards, but
a sustainability group or a Stewards of Creation group alone
will not move us as a whole
towards that goal, we need the
body, you, to do your part.
What can you do, you ask? If
everyone removes their own attitude of indifference and hears
the words of Genesis 2:15, “to
till and keep it,” things will be
different. When we fulﬁll the
“till” command, we are serving
the land, and when we fulﬁll the
“keep” command, we are using
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The quiet epidemic

our abilities to help the fullness
of what God made remain.
- Derek Shiels, TU graduate
student

Thank you, Taylor
Thank you, students, staff,
faculty and administrators / colleagues for the opportunity to be
engaged with you these 25 years
in the Taylor mission.
As I complete my term here on
May 30, the motivation for the
mission of “ making disciples” is
as strong in me today as it was
when I interviewed here over 25
years ago. How blessed I have
been to have been included in
portions of so many of your
lives.
You have inﬂuenced and
shaped my life by the living out
of your life before me. God has
created us to live in community
with one another ... and as such
this campus has felt like a living/
learning laboratory in Christian
community.
My personal journey is a record
of day upon day giving witness to
God being at work in you as you
have demonstrated kindness,
thoughtfulness and goodwill.
While Bonnie and I are not looking forward to the withdrawal of
regular student and colleagial
contact, we are looking forward
to beginning a new chapter that
you have helped to author.
You are indeed “more than
conquerors through him who
loves us” (Rom 8:37).
My prayer for you is that you
will continue to “take up His
cross” and get on with “God’s
plan to unite all things in Him,
both in heaven and on earth”
(Eph 1:10).
And in that exciting and eternal
venture we will be yokefellows
as we serve together and bring
his kingdom to come. Blessings
and thanks to each of you from
the depths of our heart.
- Wynn Lembright, VP for
Strategic Initiatives

Letters to the Editor
Send letters to the editor to echo@taylor.edu by 3 p.m.
Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to
volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible. The Echo
reserves the right to edit submissions for length and content.

BY SAM EDGIN
COLUMNIST
Every 30 seconds, which is
about the time it takes to read
this sentence and one or two
following, another African child
dies from malaria.
This is a shocking and somber way to begin an article, but
I may as well state what is going
on outright.
Today is World Malaria Day,
and malaria is killing thousands.
This disease is transmitted by
female mosquitoes and manifests itself with symptoms much
like the ﬂu, which can develop
into a coma and eventually cause
death.
Much of the distribution of
malaria stems from the climate,

as the mosquitoes which carry
the disease ﬂourish in tropical
environments, especially the
warm, wet regions close to the
equator. It is not usually transmitted in higher altitudes or in
dry areas, even if the climate is
warm.
Mosqitoes, after all, need
warmth and lots of water to lay
their eggs. Transmission rates
run highest in sub-Saharan Africa, where it is warm year-round
and water is abundant.

Honestly, I didn’t even know
there was a World Malaria Day
until a week or two ago.
Malaria has always been a
distant problem in my mind, an
issue with which I have never really connected.

I have seen malaria as an incurable disease, something
humanity is gradually defeating, and I have focused my energy and passion on other world
health concerns. I was wrong.
Each year, malaria kills more
than one million people, and
900,000 of those are children in
Africa.
The disease costs Africa $12
billion yearly because of illness
and death. Clearly, this problem
deserves some awareness and
response.
What is astounding is unlike the AIDS crisis or other
high-proﬁle issues, malaria is
both treatable and preventable.
Drugs are available to help once
infection occurs, and simple
mosquito netting can prevent
transmission while sleeping.
The disease has been virtually
eliminated in many parts of the
world. Here in the U.S., malaria
was eradicated years ago. But in
places of extreme poverty, such
as some regions of Africa, the
disease thrives.

We, in our positions of privilege, have yet another opportunity to do what we can to help
those who are beaten down, broken and in need of a little hope.
Go to Nothing but Nets and
join the Taylor team. Ten bucks
buys netting for a family of four.
That’s four more lives that will
survive.
World Vision also gives plenty
of opportunities to give aid. You
can sponsor a child in a malaria
endemic country. (Their examples are Zambia, Mozambique
and Kenya).
Gifts you give on their website
are ampliﬁed by government
grants to further increase the aid
for malaria affected countries.
The Malaria Foundation International facilitates a “blue ribbon
campaign” around the world,
from middle schools in America
to India to places across Africa.
These programs raise awareness
and educate.
The opportunities are there,
right at your ﬁngertips. Will you
respond?

doubt about the faith to which
they hold. It can come in the
form of a major crisis or a simple question, such as, “Where
is God in all of this?”
My doubts often take a form
something like this: Is it possible to be intelligent and still
believe in God? If God exists,
then why do I feel like I’m
praying to the ceiling? How
can I know the Bible is really
the word of God?
As is the case with any religion I’m familiar with, Christian believers are told not to
doubt their faith. Those who
do may be viewed as weaker
than those who do not, supposedly backsliding in their
spiritual walk. And so we keep
the questions to ourselves,
afraid to voice the uncertainty
that we feel inside.
“When he asks, he must believe and not doubt,” James
1:6-8 warns us. “He who
doubts is like a wave of the sea,
blown and tossed by the wind.
That man should not think he
will receive anything from the
Lord; he is a double-minded
man, unstable in all he does.”

Is it just me, or does that
seem a little, well, harsh?
Other than Judas, the most
criticized apostle is “doubting
Thomas.” I feel sorry for the
guy. How many great things
must he have done in his life,
and this is what we remember
him for.
Wasn’t it Peter, who supposedly had the most faith of any
of the apostles, who denied
knowing Christ three times?
As for Thomas, I think our
criticism of his doubts is out
of line with what Christ intended. When he appeared to
Thomas to present him with
evidence of the resurrection,
Jesus did not chastise this disciple. Rather, he invited him
to see the proof for himself.
“Because you have seen me,
you have believed,” Jesus
said. “Blessed are those who
have not seen and yet have believed” (John 20:29).
I don’t think Christ was
implying that those who go
through a period of doubt
should be cursed. Rather, he
was extending an extra blessing to those who believed

without seeing.
The worst thing you can do if
you’re going through a period
of doubt is to keep it to yourself. Doing so allows doubt
to haunt you, growing larger
with every passing day. Confront your doubts by talking to
someone you trust and searching out the truth wherever it
may be found.
I would also like to add, we
shouldn’t be afraid to investigate differing worldviews out
of fear that they may conflict
with our own.
If we believe the Bible presents us with an accurate version of truth, then we have
nothing to fear from those
who disagree with us.
Finally, I leave you with
some words to ponder. “The
only thing that counts is faith
expressing
itself
through
love,” (Gal. 5:6) and “Perfect
love drives out fear” (1 John
4:18).
As my roommate reminded me, the best way to work
through doubts is to keep living the Christian life, realizing
that love is the basis for both
our hope and faith.

Each year, malaria
kills more than one
million people.

Dealing with spiritual doubts

BY AMY WATKINS
OPINIONS EDITOR
I remember a night long ago
when I was laying awake in
bed, too afraid to go to sleep.
My mind was troubled with
questions – things that I could
not leave until morning.
Finally, I walked downstairs and asked my parents
the question that was on my
mind: “How can I know God
is real?”
Throughout my life, I have
been plagued by doubts on
many occasions. When I come
across an apparent contradiction in Scripture or fail to
sense God’s presence for an
extended period of time, I often question the faith I have
placed in Christianity.
If I had any money, I’d be
willing to bet every Christian
has experienced some kind of

The church’s double standard
Homosexuality should be treated like other sins

BY KAT MCKEON
COLUMNIST
Contrary to what popular
culture would have you believe, homosexuality is not a
new concept.
Although it has received a
lot of buzz in recent years, it’s
hardly a new development –
people just didn’t talk about it.
But with the emergence of homosexuality on a much broader
and more public scale, Christians ﬁnd themselves having to
deal with this issue.
A few semesters ago, I worked
on a project dealing with homosexuality from a biblical perspective. The instructor gave
students literature from both
sides of the fence and asked us
to form an opinion.
I thoughtfully read through
each point of view and ended
up coming to the conclusion
that homosexuality is a sin
against God, the same as lust,
stealing and pride, to name a
few.
I want to emphasize that

Opinions

last part because a lot of times
Christians seem to view homosexuality as the worst sin.
If someone is struggling with
lying, pornography or even
adultery, we tell them God will
forgive their sins.
But often the message we
are sending to Christians (and
non-Christians)
struggling
with homosexuality is that they
are unnatural and despicable.
One of the common themes
I hear from Christians is that
they are “disgusted” by homosexual acts. This perhaps
makes sense because homosexuality is sinful. But if we are
disgusted by homosexuality,
then why aren’t we disgusted
by all sin?
When we are watching a
movie where two people are
engaging in premarital sex, are
we disgusted? Not usually. In
many cases, we even applaud
it. (“The Notebook,” anyone?)
I believe all sin is equal in the
eyes of God, as evidenced in
such verses as James 2:10 and
Romans 3:23.
Yet we turn homosexuals
away from churches simply because of their struggles.
Whatever happened to acceptance, loving God’s children,
humility and caring for sinners
just as Jesus did?
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I personally know several
people at Taylor who struggle
with homosexuality. These individuals are terriﬁed of confessing their sin to others on
this campus out of fear that
they will be judged.

Often the message
we are sending to
Christians (and
non-Christians)
struggling with homosexuality is that
they are unnatural
and despicable.
When people are lusting after members of the opposite
sex, we pray God would protect

and purify them. When they
are lusting after members of
the same sex, we are silent and
judgmental.
I urge you, Taylor students,
to examine your own hearts
before judging the sins of others. This is one of the most basic and fundamental teachings
of Jesus. We need to take care
of the plank in our own eye before pointing out the speck in
our brother’s, so to speak.
It would be naive of us to
think we don’t know anyone
who is gay. The more likely
scenario is that those around
us who are gay just haven’t told
us yet. Maybe we should think
twice about using “gay” as a
synonym for “stupid” or changing in front of your wingmates.
Everyone on this campus
needs prayer, love and support
as he or she wages war against
sin. We should not exclude
those who struggle with homosexuality from this.

It’s not too late to apply for
Lighthouse 2009!
Applications are due Friday, May 2.
Destinations include: Paraguay, Ecuador, Ethiopia,
Czech Republic, Southeast Asia and possibly Trindad or
Northern Ireland
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Baseball
takes
third
in
MCC
Regular season ends with doubleheader split against St. Francis
By Jake Bragg
Staff Writer
The Taylor baseball team ended its regular season with a twogame split with St. Francis.
The split means the Trojans
(25-17, 17-9) did just enough to
secure themselves third place in
the conference after Bethel lost
at Huntington.
In the first game, St. Francis
squeaked out a 5-4 victory over
the Trojans.
The Cougars jumped out to a
5-2 lead in the top of the third.
The Trojans scored two in the
bottom of the fourth, but were
unable to get closer.
Senior right fielder Christian
Burrell led the offensive attack
for the Trojans, going 2-for-3
with a home run, two RBI’s and
two runs scored.
The Trojans responded nicely
in the second game with a 12-4
trouncing of the Cougars. Freshman Zach Vander Laan pitched
six strong innings, allowing
only six hits and four runs (one
earned) while striking out four
and walking just one. The Trojans knocked out 17 hits in the

second contest. Juniors Paul
Passiales and Matt Maple each
had three hits.
The Trojans also split with the
Cougars on Tuesday at St. Francis. Backed by solid pitching
from sophomore Landon Good
and clutch hitting, Taylor dominated the first game 11-0. The
Trojans unleashed the bats in
the fifth inning, jumping out to
a 9-0 lead. That was more than
enough support for Good, who
struck out two and only walked
one, improving his record to 33 on the season.
But the roles reversed on the
Trojans in the next game, as
they managed just four hits in
a 6-0 loss. The Cougar’s Chase
Gaff shut down the Trojans’
high-powered offense with a
complete-game shutout, striking out three and only walking
two.
The Trojans started the week
on Saturday with a two-game
sweep of Marian with scores
of 4-3 and 7-6. The sweep was
part of a season sweep of the
Knights and marked the Trojans’ 11th win in 12 games.
“We have been very relaxed

lately, and it doesn’t seem like
were thinking too much,” Passiales said of the winning streak.
“We are clicking pretty good
now, and when you’re on a roll,
the wins just keep coming.”
Head Coach Kyle Gould
agreed.
“We just started getting more
consistent starting pitching
and executing better with our
hitting,” Gould said. “There
isn’t any special formula to our
streak; we just started executing better.”
The Trojans now set their
sights on Mid-Central Conference tournament play. Because
of its third seed, Taylor does not
play until Wednesday.
“We’re probably going to
scrimmage someone this Saturday to keep our batters and
pitchers sharp,” Gould said.
“Baseball is a game you need
to keep playing and keep getting at-bats. Six days off aren’t
always the best thing for a baseball team, but we’ll be ready.”
The team wants to play its
best, Passiales said.
“Our most important games
are still ahead,” he said.

Baseball

( 24-17, 17-9)
W, 4-3, 7-6 Marian*
W, 11-0; L, 6-0 St. Francis*
L, 5-4; W, 12-4 St. Francis*
Upcoming games:
MCC Tournament: TBD

Tennis

(Men, 17-5, 7-0)
At NAIA Regionals (IWU)
W: 8-1 vs. Marian
Upcoming matches:
At NAIA Regionals (IWU)
9 a.m. Fri vs. Aquinas (at IWU)

Track and Field

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Nathan Hillery lays down a bunt in the Trojan’s second game against St. Francis on Thursday.

Manchester Spartan Classic
Upcoming meets:
11:20 a.m. Sat. at MCC
Championship meet (Goshen)
* denotes MCC match

Track successful
at Spartan Classic
By Emily Moore
Staff Writer

“It was ... a great
way for me to
end my career.”

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Jessica Fankhauser delivers a pitch in the
first game of Tuesday’s doubleheader against Marian. The
Lady Trojans fell 1-2 to the Knights.
In Tuesday’s second game, the Lady Trojans jumped out
to a 7-1 lead in only three innings. But the team was unable
to score again, and the Knights charged back to win 9-7
The Lady Trojans were swept again Wednesday, falling 110 and 3-2 to Huntington.
Taylor finished the regular season in sixth place in the
Mid-Central Conference.

Head-to-head with Kelsey Randall
Full name:
Most embarassing moment:
Kelsey Ann Randall
Class: Senior Age: 22
Major: Health and Education
Sport: Track and Field
Birthplace: Ames, Iowa
Birthday: January 13, 1986
Residence: Briarwood
Relationship status: Senior scramblin’
Advice: Don’t go on two canoe pick-a-dates in one weekend.
Favorite sports team: Kansas Jayhawks all the way!
Pet peeve: When people wait in the deli line for 10 minutes and then have no
clue what they want when they finally make it to the front of the line.
Greatest sports accomplishment: Either when I unexpectedly won the triple
jump at our conference meet or when I broke 26 seconds in the 200 meter dash.
Most embarrassing moment: Getting personally escorted out of the DC by
Barb for sneaking in.
Favorite video game: Definitely “Donkey Kong”
Favorite “famous last words”: “Fly, you fools!” – Gandalf
Favorite Bible verse: “Trust in him at all times, O people; pour out your hearts
to him, for God is our refuge.” – Psalm 62:8
Best prank: We just had a dead deer left on our porch.
Favorite childhood toy: a Jasmine Barbie doll
Music currently in your car’s CD player: Colbie Caillat

“Getting personally
escorted out of the DC by
Barb for sneaking in.”

Sports

(Home games in bold)

Softball

By Stephen Groves
Staff Writer

Photo by Ellen Koch

Trojan Sports

(13-17, 6-10)
L, 11-0, 3-2 Huntington *
L, 2-1, 9-7 Marian*
L, 5-8, 7-0 Spring Arbor *
L, 13-1, 8-7 Tiffin
Upcoming games:
1 p.m. Sat. at
St. Mary of the Woods*
12:25 p.m. Wed. MCC
Tournament (IWU)

Trojan ’backer
takes the field
one last time

I had to line up with some of
the best players in the country,”
Nielsen said.
As the final whistle blew to
The American squad, which
mark the end of the season for was Nielsen’s team, fell to the
Taylor football in November, National team 29 -21.
senior outside linebacker Kevin
Nielsen said he saw the game
Nielsen assumed his football as an opportunity to represent
career was complete.
Taylor football on a national
But he got one more chance to stage.
play last Saturday at the Victory
“(This will) hopefully provide
Sports Network Senior Classic an opportunity for younger
in Platte City, Mo.
guys to apply and begin to reNielsen joined 140 other top build and make Taylor UniverNAIA players in the second-an- sity football what it should be,”
nual all-star
Nielsen said.
game. SevW h i l e
eral players
Nielsen does
had profesnot plan to
sional prospursue
his
pects.
playing ca“I
actureer further,
ally saw you
he believes
– Kevin Nielsen –
could apply
he will refor it online, and I was jok- main involved in football.
ing around with my roommate
“I feel as if God has led me to
about it, and he told me to ap- ... coaching and will open that
ply,” Nielsen said. “So I applied door when he sees fit and allow
and got accepted to play.”
me to give back and disciple
Nielsen flew out last Thurs- young men,” Nielsen said.
day, practiced twice with the
Nielsen was a three-year startteam on Friday and played on er for the Trojans and averaged
Saturday. He played in the line- 3.4 tackles per game.
backer spot and also played on
“It was a great way for me to
special teams.
not only have one more oppor“The moment that stood out tunity to play but also a great
to me was just the opportunity way to end my career,” he said.
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Gill is the first athlete this season to earn an automatic bid to
nationals.
The men’s and women’s track
Highlights on the field includteams won 15 events with 12 ed junior J.P. Robles’ placing
runners-up honors at the Spar- first in the javelin, throwing 160
tan Classic last Saturday, and feet 11 inches, and junior Mark
one Trojan qualified automati- Beckford claiming first place in
cally for the NAIA National the triple jump with a mark of
Championship meet.
42 feet 7 inches.
The men’s team won 10 of
Other wins included sophothose events and brought in more Tom Robertson in the
seven of the runners-up honors 3,000-meter run, sophomore
at the Classic, held at Manches- Jeff Hubley in the 1,500-meter College. The Lady Trojans ter run and the Trojan quartet
won five events and placed run- of Voss, Gill, freshman Bryan
ner-up in five other events.
Allingham and Brown in the
Though there was no score 4x100 relay, posting the relay
kept for the meet, it was evident team’s best time this season.
that Taylor performed strongly.
The Lady Trojans also did
The meet was a great boost for well, notching five wins. Sophothe team as it heads into the more Alyssa Johnson won the
Mid-Central Conference Cham- 1,500-meter run with a perpionship meet this weekend.
sonal best time of 4:47.50, just
“We had an excellent day,” one second shy of qualifying for
Head Coach Ted Bowers said, NAIA Nationals. Her time was
“There were strong perfor- the second-fastest 1,500 ever
mances across the board.”
recorded for the Lady Trojans.
Bowers also said the depth of
Other victories came from sethe team spoke
nior Elise Knapp
a lot for its perin the 5000-meformance.
ter run, senior
“We went 1Kelsey Randall
2-3 in a couple
in the triple
events,” he said,
jump, and soph“The strength of
omore Andrea
our team is that
Elsman in the
we’re deep.”
pole vault.
The
men
Freshman
– Ted Bowers –
showcased their
Janet
Reddepth in several
ding brought in
events, claiming first, second Taylor’s final first place in the
and third in the 110-meter hur- 3,000-meter steeplechase, aldles, the 800-meter dash and though the race was cut short
the 4x400-meter relay.
by meet officials.
In the 110-meter hurdle event,
While Bowers says the womfreshman Cory Anderson lead en’s team is small in number,
the team into first, with sopho- he thinks that its size will not
more Jason Crist and junior hinder its ability to compete
Dave Voss placing second and well at next week’s conference
third, respectively.
meet.
A freshman trio swept the
“We’re looking for really good
800-meter run as Nate Kirsch performances from everybody,”
crossed the finish line first, fol- Bowers said.
lowed closely by Isaac Bryan
The men’s team members
and Brian Tencher.
said they hope to steal a win at
In the men’s 4x400 relay, the the conference meet.
quartet of junior Ian Brown,
“I would say that IWU has the
Kirsch, Tencher and sophomore edge because they’ve been beatMichael Pabody claimed first, ing us at every meet,” Bryan
with second and third places said. “Right now it looks like it’s
going to Taylor teams as well.
going to be pretty close.”
A major individual achieveAlthough the men’s team is
ment of the meet was freshman not the favorite going into the
Scott Gill’s performance in the conference, “we have a shot,”
long jump. Leaping 23 feet 3 Bowers said.
inches earned him a first-place
The Mid-Central Conference
finish and an automatic bid to meet, hosted at Goshen Colthe NAIA National Champion- lege, starts this afternoon and
ship meet.
continues through Saturday.

“The strength
of our team
is that we’re
deep.”

